
LIVE DRAWING
Engage your audience in language everyone understands - drawing!
Illustrating the concepts can help bring your message to life.

I visualise thoughts and ideas then synthesise into an illustrated take-away that's easy to digest.

Visual scribing (also known as graphic recording/facilitation) is where I listen, synthesise,
paraphrase and draw - all at the same time. I hand draw onto my iPad in real time, and project  my
work onto screens or share my screen during video calls. 

Let’s draw attention to your message and make it memorable.
 

Illustrated e-book example from a series of in-person group workshops.  

Rhiannon James

THE WORKSHOP: FROM $1500NZD

- Half day of live drawing (up to 4hrs) 
- Includes a collection of A3 sized hand-drawn
illustrations synthesised live from your content on the
day. Drawings use a mix of text, icons and bespoke
illustrations 
- Includes your logo and brand specific colours
- Full colour, 300dpi and CMYK formatted for print.
- Receive a digital e-book of all the illustrations
collated, complete with illustrated cover page
- Each drawing is defined per speaker or topic (topic
can have several speakers)
- Final illustrations also provided as individual JPEG’s
in  high res (300dpi)
- The final e-book is provided as a PDF file.
- Includes 1x round of revisions

THE WORKS: FROM $3000NZD

- Full day of live drawing (up to 8hrs)
- Includes a collection of A3 sized hand-drawn
illustrations synthesised live from your content on
the day. Drawings use a mix of text, icons and
bespoke illustrations 
- Includes your logo and brand specific colours
- Full colour, 300dpi and CMYK formatted for print.
- Receive a digital e-book of all the illustrations
collated, complete with illustrated cover page,
contents page and end page
- Each drawing is defined per speaker or topic (topic
can have several speakers)
- Final illustrations also provided as individual
JPEG’s in high res (300dpi)
- The final e-book is provided as a PDF file.
- Includes 1x round of revisions

 

All prices are in NZD and are exclusive of GST.


